Since the Islamic Revolution of 1979, Iranian society has become more open, modern, secular, and pluralist, a trend at odds with the religious, traditional values of the regime. In response, self-described Islamist revolutionaries depict a world in which the U.S. government is targeting Iranian culture, as expressed in social norms and behavior. Rightly or wrongly, they fear that this cultural change could lead to a “soft overthrow” of the republic from within.

Iran’s Supreme Leader, Ali Khamenei, and like-minded Islamists describe this purported battle for the hearts and minds of Iranians as a “soft war,” based on the theory elaborated by political scientist Joseph Nye in his 2004 book.
Soft Power: The Means to Success in World Politics. The theory refers generally to the ability to attract and persuade adherents via cultural and political ideals and policies rather than coercing through hard power. In this narrative, a soft overthrow could be achieved through uprisings—including those known as “velvet” or “color” revolutions, as experienced in Czechoslovakia in the late 1980s, and Georgia and Ukraine in the 2000s. Soft overthrow could also manifest itself in the rise to power of political factions and politicians who favor détente with the United States and lose the will to uphold ideology, reminiscent of the path taken by former Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev.

In this soft war narrative, the United States wagers its informational campaign not only through networks like Voice of America, but also effectively through American civil society, including Hollywood, the television, music, and fashion industries, social media, and video games—all of which have permeated Iranian society, and Iranian youth in particular, far more than U.S. government programs. This assessment applies the world over. In the narrative, one must stress, these expressions of American culture are considered direct tools of the U.S. government employed in a plot to agitate the Iranian public toward overthrow.

U.S. policymakers should be aware that what they see as perfectly innocent people-to-people interaction—whether involving science, education, culture, or arts and entertainment—is regarded by Iranian hardliners as coordinated government-run aggression. And it is perhaps worth noting that Iranian hardliners’ suspicions extend to moments like former first lady Michelle Obama’s presenting an Academy Award to Argo, a 2012 movie about the CIA-led rescue of six American embassy staff during the 1979 Tehran hostage crisis.

It will be a tall order for U.S. policymakers to convince Supreme Leader Khamenei that America is not seeking the Islamic Republic’s overthrow. By way of comparison, the QAnon conspiracy in the United States demonstrates how difficult it is to change the perceptions of individuals who subscribe to a particular theory. Even if, hypothetically, Washington shut down Voice of America and the State Department’s Virtual Embassy Iran, and renounced efforts to help the Iranian people circumvent internet censorship, it would then have to stop the dissemination of private sector and civil society exports as well. Furthermore, clerics and hardliners—not least the Supreme Leader and the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC)—have a vested interest in maintaining the notion of an American-conducted soft war among their followers to sustain group solidarity. This concept has come to define their worldview, as well as their theology.

Concern About Western Cultural Invasion

Iran has long had a current whose adherents worry about Western modernity, secularism, and cultural influence eroding the country’s indigenous culture. That concern has stretched across the political spectrum, encompassing clerics, some secular intellectuals, and Islamic nativists, with the Iranian milieu having been significantly influenced by Western and non-Western thinkers alike, such as Marxists and critics of modernism. Leading to the 1979 revolution, that threat perception took on an anti-American hue among opposition to the Pahlavi monarchy, and later transformed into a defining feature of the Islamic Republic founders and of the current Supreme Leader.

For much of the Qajar Dynasty (1798–1925), Persia faced external pressure and internal manipulation by Great Britain and Russia, but it managed to resist direct colonial rule. It also selectively adopted aspects of European material and intellectual culture. By the early twentieth century, the Qajars were handing control of national resources to European interests under various concessions, drawing the ire of merchants, clergy.
and Western-educated intelligentsia. Combined with popular dissatisfaction over the state’s arbitrary rule and destitute living conditions, such developments led to the constitutional revolution of 1905, resulting in a constitutional monarchy that was ultimately snuffed out in 1911 after the dissolution of the second parliament and the Russian and British occupation of Persia. The alliance between the intelligentsia and the clergy, with the latter having strengthened its position as an independent power center by the nineteenth century, was uneasy: clerics viewed Westernization and secularization as threatening Muslims and Islam, while secular thinkers who shaped constitutional discourse viewed Islam as incompatible with the modern world. Those tensions, which remain unresolved to this day, set the tone for discourse throughout the twentieth century and into the twenty-first.

In the early Pahlavi period, monarch Reza Shah (r. 1925–41) implemented a Western-style, top-down secularization and modernization program. The effort was similar to neighboring Turkey’s initiative under leader Kemal Ataturk. The rules included European-style clothing for males and removal of the veil for women, which led to increased women’s participation in society, even as Reza Shah’s son and successor, Muhammad Reza, lifted mandatory enforcement in 1941. The Pahlavis advocated a Persian-centric Iranian identity rooted in the pre-Islamic past, at the cost of suppressing identities of non-Persian minorities, who until this day constitute nearly half of Iran’s population. Iran furthermore witnessed a boom in modern entertainment, such as cinemas, theaters, cafes, restaurants, and Western films, which appealed especially to youth. These developments raised concerns among the clergy and their religious conservative followers, many of whom, for instance, avoided the radio itself, on grounds that having a medium that broadcast music was religiously unlawful. Other components of the Pahlavi modernization drive included overhauls and state authority expansion in education, the economy, and the judiciary, as well as curtailing the socioeconomic influence of clerics. The Pahlavis gradually alienated clerics and the merchant class through these measures, upsetting a historical balance of power—the state-clergy alliance dated to the pre-Islamic Sassanid Empire (AD 224–651) and was increasingly adopted elsewhere in Muslim-ruled lands after the eleventh century—and setting the stage for its opposition.

Some consequences and contradictions that emerged from the early Pahlavi modernization remain unresolved to this day, with one result being a growing cleavage between the modern and traditional sectors of Iranian society—although the former would not outnumber the latter for several more decades. In the face of changes and reduced influence beginning in the late 1920s, the Shia clergy began to see itself more as an isolated, persecuted community, heralding a theme that continues to this day. It also failed to present an attractive lifestyle alternative to accompany its demand for religious obedience. For their part, Pahlavi modernists and nationalists tended to view clergy as purveyors of backward superstition, and often developed an inferiority complex with regard to the West, in turn ignoring or downplaying Western militarism, imperialism, genocide, slavery, and other offenses. Reassessment of modernization and Westernism in the mid-twentieth century by thinkers in Iran was a reaction to that mindset.

Anti-American opposition generally in Iran, and among intellectual figures in particular, has not necessarily been Islamist, and has included both secular and religious thinkers. The pro-Soviet Tudeh Party disseminated anti-imperialist and anti-American discourse in the 1940s and 1950s and, as one of the most organized parties of the period, broadly influenced opposition politics. Indeed, the Allied occupation of Iran during World War II and policies that led to rising inflation spurred membership in the Tudeh Party. The Pahlavis crushed the Tudeh following the 1953 coup d’état against Prime Minister Muhammad Mossadeq; that episode and the significant Anglo-American role continue to be hotly debated today—but what is clear is that the coup could not have succeeded without monarchy backing from key power centers like the
clergy and merchant class. In the post-coup years, anti-Americanism grew among other opposition elements, for reasons including the sense of a Pahlavi monarchy compliant with Western interests, press coverage of U.S. involvement in Vietnam, and controversial monarchy policies attributed to the United States, along with increased state repression. Those grievances, combined with an economic shortfall in the mid-1970s—not to mention the shah’s own missteps and indecisiveness—turned the public mood against him as well as the United States. These negative perceptions, it bears noting, existed simultaneously with a positive view linked to U.S. government and charitable investments in Iranian education, agriculture, and cultural exchange.

Jalal Al-e Ahmad (1923–69), a secular leftist who later became an Islamic nativist, stands as a seminal figure in influencing opposition to the monarchy, and in the discourse of the Islamic Republic to this day. In 1962, he popularized the term *gharbzadegi* (“Westoxication”; sometimes translated as “Occidentosis”) in a book with the same title, referring to “abandonment of traditional cultural identity and the blind imitation of all things Western”—in other words, cultural invasion. He borrowed the term from fellow Iranian thinker Ahmad Fardid (1909–94), who argued that Western civilization dating back to the Greeks lacked ethics and morality—a view oft-repeated by Iran’s founding leader Ruhollah Khomeini—and that Islamic philosophy had allowed itself to be corrupted by its Greek predecessor. Fardid called for a return to Persian mysticism and poetry in order to transcend and ultimately abandon the West as an ontological model and way of life. Al-e Ahmad identified what he considered “the fundamental contradictions between traditional Iranian society and the...pull of Western modernity.” He thus argued that Pahlavi-era modernism was subservient to Western geopolitical and economic interests, and the primary driver for Iran’s dependence and Iranian alienation. He regarded Shia Islam—which, he argued, was seared into Iranian identity—as a vehicle through which Iran could return to its authentic self and called for modernity based on those terms. At the same time, Al-e Ahmad made dubious assertions such as blaming the West for a centuries-long plot to target Muslim unity going back to the Crusades, “inciting the Shia to bloodshed in Safavid times (1501–1736),” stoking war between Persia and the Ottoman Empire (16th–19th c.), and “encouraging Bahais,” the faith founded in nineteenth-century Iran. Such conspiratorial commentary is visible in mainstream Islamist discussions to this day. That the monarchy censored Al-e Ahmad increased his attraction among dissenters.

A year after the publication of Al-e Ahmad’s book, the Pahlavi monarchy instituted in 1963 what was known as the White Revolution, a modernization program meant to bring Iran closer to the Western world through measures such as land redistribution and women’s suffrage. The program was met with criticism from some secular intellectuals, large landowners, and increasingly militant clerics. Ayatollah Khomeini began his anti-monarchy activism thereafter, specifically declaring that the monarchy was seeking to “approve and implement equality of the rights of men and women; meaning it wants to trample the necessary laws of Islam and the holy Quran; meaning it wants to take 18-year-old girls to mandatory service and to the barracks; meaning it wants to take chaste young Muslim girls to centers of prostitution with the force of the spear.” In this context, lay religious thinker Ali Shariati, a charismatic figure who dressed in a suit and tie, delivered lectures in the late 1960s and 1970s calling for a revolutionary brand of Shia Islam to save Iran and its indigenous culture. His case was rooted in rediscovery of a sacred imagined past filled with righteous early believers and Shia imams, while criticizing the monarchy, Marxism, and conservative clerics.

Khomeini developed a theory of Shia jurisprudence for which anti-secular modernity was a pillar. A profoundly charismatic figure himself, Khomeini donned the anti-monarchy mantle, eventually outmaneuvering other opposition figures including members of the secular community to establish a theocracy in 1979 based on “guardianship of the
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jurisprudent” (velayat-e faqih), whereby the national leader represents the Shia Mahdi (or messiah) on earth until Judgment Day.\(^{37}\) That theory shifted the focus of Shia jurisprudence toward “cleansing the polluting politics and morals of secular modernity.”\(^{38}\) After coming to power, Khomeini launched a (not very successful) cultural revolution to purify Iranian society of Western influence.\(^{39}\) This cultural revolution was expressed in strict media censorship, banning video and then-prevalent VHS technology (lifted later), purging “un-Islamic” material from school curricula, ousting students and faculty, imposing the veil and other restrictions on women, and establishing and enforcing public morality laws.\(^{40}\) Khomeini defined his own politics in strong anti-American and anti-Western terms, a legacy his successor, Khamenei, has vigorously upheld.\(^{41}\)

From virtually the moment he became Supreme Leader in 1989, Ayatollah Khamenei has publicly expressed concern about a Western cultural invasion of Iran, whereby the spread of modern, decadent Western culture and political thought constitutes a threat to replace or dilute native heritage.\(^{42}\) Khamenei is right to worry about Western cultural invasion—because it has happened, and he has lost. That loss, however, was significantly attributable to the regime’s corruption, mismanagement, denial of civil liberties, and imposition of social and cultural restrictions, which met with resistance among the Iranian populace.\(^{43}\) With technological advances making Western cultural products more accessible than ever, flouting the state’s ideals on public morality in favor of Western clothing and music became in itself an act of passive resistance.\(^{44}\) Acts such as women’s defiance of hijab laws have led some high-ranking officials to question the rules’ efficacy, yet arrests continue of women with “bad” hijab practices or who dare to protest.\(^{45}\)

Iran is, in any case, a completely different country than it was when Khamenei acquired his post more than thirty years ago. By 2020, Iran’s urban population had increased from 56 percent to 76 percent.\(^{46}\) Iranians have become far more secular, and Islamic Republic officials admit to steep drops in religious observance, and intensified measures to discourage rising conversions to Christianity and the Bahai faith.\(^{47}\) The clergy no longer enjoys its former social prestige because the people associate it with state failures, and the religious class has faced rising disrespect and public insults.\(^{48}\) Again exemplifying social change away from state-propagated values, Iranians’ attitudes toward sexual mores, particularly among youth, have become more liberal.\(^{49}\) At the same time, socioeconomic crises like inequality, a diminishing middle class, crime, addiction, suicide, widespread desire for migration, and climate-related problems such as drought have reached critical levels.\(^{50}\)

Self-described revolutionary Islamists concede that the state and Iranian society are not fully “Islamic.” Even at the outset, this term was vague in reference to matters of state such as economic planning, and just a decade following the 1979 revolution, state policymaking was based on Western models, deviating from initial revolutionary-era ideals.\(^{51}\) Impacts of so-called Islamization were felt in media and education, but Iran’s top echelons have sensed pervasively that these efforts were not succeeding, and that the Islamic Republic had not presented an attractive alternative to a Western lifestyle.\(^{52}\) In the face of these challenges, the leadership has introduced new measures aimed at reinvigorating ideological commitment, at least among its support base (as will be discussed later in this study).

But Less Concern About Russian Cultural Invasion

Although Western policies toward Iran over the past two centuries have obviously had an impact on Iranian and Islamist perceptions, those policies in and of themselves do not explain why the Islamic Republic does not extend its animosity to Russia, or perceive a mortal danger from it.
And that lack of animosity and apprehension is remarkable, considering Russia’s history with respect to Iran and Muslims. During the Russo-Persian Wars of the early nineteenth century, Russia annexed Iranian territory in the South Caucasus and Central Asia. In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Russia divided with Great Britain spheres of influence in Persia. Czarist troops occupied northern Iran between 1912 and the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution in a brutal campaign that targeted civilians. Following World War II, the Soviet Union harbored ambitions to annex Iranian territory, sponsoring the short-lived secessionist Kurdish Republic of Mahabad and the Azerbaijan People’s Government. Within Soviet territory, Russia’s suppression of Islam is well documented, and in the 1940s Stalin deported the entire population of Chechen and Ingush Muslims. In the Islamic Republic era, during the 1980s, the Kremlin invaded Afghanistan, killing and displacing hundreds of thousands of Afghans. During the Soviet-Afghan war, the IRGC provided training and support to Afghans waging jihad against the Red Army. Yet Tehran’s response since the 1990s to the brutal Chechen wars, marked by indiscriminate attacks against civilians, was always tempered with broader consideration for ties with Moscow. Kremlin aggression against Muslims did not stop Khamenei, for example, from allying with Russia in Syria to fight a Sunni Muslim uprising.

Today, Khamenei and Islamists generally have a strong disposition toward allying with Russia against the West. Russian president Vladimir Putin, like Ali Khamenei, has expressed disdain for what both describe as projections of liberal, decadent Western culture. They are echoing earlier European criticism of America, for instance among German thinkers in the early to mid-twentieth century who described the country as materially advanced but without culture or soul—as well as current criticism by American conservatives against Hollywood and the perceived liberal dominance of mainstream cultural products. Putin has even promoted religion, in this case Orthodox Christianity, as a bulwark against perceived decadent Western culture and the rejection of Christian ethics, and has strengthened the state’s alliance with the Moscow Patriarchate.

If Russia’s anti-Muslim policies are largely ignored by the Islamic Republic, that is even more so with respect to China’s anti-Muslim practices. Beijing’s persecution of Uyghur Muslims, in violation of the 1948 Genocide Convention, has not stopped Iranian trade with China, or Tehran’s desire for strategic alliance with Beijing. Iranian officials, in fact, have not criticized China’s persecution of its Muslim population.

The Fear of Soft Warfare

In January 1989, Ayatollah Khomeini, in a letter to then Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev, warned about the impending death of communism, and suggested that Marxism “is a material school, and materialism cannot save humanity from the crisis of lack of belief in spirituality, which is the most fundamental pain of human societies in the [E]ast and [W]est.” He called on the Soviet leader to end persecution of religion and invited him to study Islam.

Although Khomeini’s letter to Gorbachev less than two years before the collapse of the Soviet Union has been hailed by the Islamic Republic as a sign of the cleric’s greatness and foresight, Islamists over time have viewed the collapse as a net negative event brought about by the United States. As scholar Karim Sadjadpour noted in his biography of Ali Khamenei, “according to Khamenei’s confidants, the Leader has spent a great deal of time analyzing the domestic conditions that led the Soviet and Eastern bloc governments to fall as well as the tactics employed by the U.S. government to facilitate their demise.” Indeed, during an address several years later, Khamenei talked about taking daily notes in 1991...
and formulating his theory about the “American plan for Soviet collapse” after receiving “much information from...important Russian and non-Russian sources.”67

He continued that the American or Western plan...was not a military plan. [On a] first level, it was a media plan that was mostly implemented through billboard, placard, newspaper, movie, etc...If anyone calculates, they will see that fifty or sixty percent of [the plan] was related to the effects of cultural media and tools. My dear ones! Take the issue of cultural invasion—that I raised seven, eight years ago—seriously.68

Khamenei spoke at length about how the West “deceived” Gorbachev—who implemented political and economic reforms and openings in the 1980s and refused to fight mass uprisings in 1991, ultimately dissolving the Soviet Union—with “open arms, smiles, praise, and respect.”69 The Supreme Leader’s remarks have informed both the theme and tone of how Islamists interpreted the Soviet collapse, and the lessons they learned with regard to their policies toward the United States, as well as toward calls for reform and opening inside Iran. For instance, in an article written in the IRGC’s Psychological Operations Quarterly in early 2008, Mahsa Mah-Pishinian describes a U.S. “soft war” waged against the Soviet Union in the late 1980s during glasnost to “bring the Eastern bloc to its knees through soft war and disintegration from within,” since top American military and intelligence officials had ruled out direct confrontation.70

Following the 2009 post-election protests, when the term soft war became popular among the IRGC and Islamists, a constantly repeated refrain held that the United States was repeating the soft war strategy in Iran that it used to overthrow the Soviets.71 Thus, IRGC commander Masoud Jazayeri, former Armed Forces General Staff deputy and current advisor to the staff commander, told a “Soft War Workshop” held at a Tehran university in 2013 that “after the collapse of the Soviet Union, the West came after the Islamic Revolution, and has mobilized its total experiences in this field of operations,” which he noted the West had acquired over “centuries,” to “change beliefs” and spread “Western thought and culture.”72 Western comparisons of Presidents Mohammad Khatami (1997–2005) and Hassan Rouhani (2013–21) to Gorbachev undoubtedly fed into that fear.73 For instance, in 2000 Khamenei declared that “[Westerners’]...first mistake is that Mr. Khatami is not Gorbachev. Their second mistake is that Islam is not communism.”74

Several Iranian officials and pundits also warned about the fate of the Chinese Maoist revolution when the Chinese Communist Party decided to open up to the world. That criticism of China has been tempered following Beijing’s aggressive posturing against the United States in recent years. A number of factions in Iran, along with personalities such as former president Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani, who served as Rouhani’s mentor, admired the Chinese model of prioritizing economic development and growth to keep the ruling system in place77—even as revolutionaries criticized the perceived sacrifice of ideology for profit. In 2016, former IRGC officer and current high-profile pundit Hassan Abbasi discussed the “Chinese model of infiltration,” in which “China was liberated from the inside without setting aside Marxism,” and accused the “West-oriented and liberal movement” in the Rouhani administration of replicating that model.78 Likewise, former top IRGC figure Ali Saidi in 2017 warned that the West was
seeking to repeat the Soviet model of collapse, and “transform the Chinese revolution from within.”

In a 2016 Persian-language book titled *The Fourth Wave of Soft War*, Siamak Baqeri Chokami—a researcher at Imam Sadeq University, an incubator for Islamic Republic personnel—describes the Cold War era as constituting a “third wave” of soft warfare, marked by advances in mass communications, like television, that allowed the United States to strengthen Soviet dissidents in their organizing and garnering of support, with the goal of weakening governance in the Eastern bloc. Chokami points to “cultural war and cultural transformation of other nations,” which “some modernist and post-modernist critics have called cultural imperialism.” He cites a passage from Jeremy Tunstall calling Western cultural products an effective means through which “indigenous, traditional and pure cultures in many parts of the world are destroyed.” Chokami also contends that the United States organizes “liberal democrat individuals and intellectuals” to “secure the capitalist system through foundations that appear charitable,” like the Rockefeller, Ford, and Carnegie foundations. He imputes to U.S-sponsored universities in Iran during the Pahlavi monarchy the intention “to advance Iran’s modernization program according to the White Revolution.”

Chokami also extensively cites *Who Paid the Piper?*, a 1999 text that focuses on the Central Intelligence Agency’s efforts to infiltrate and coopt artistic movements in order to combat Soviet influence and expand America’s, and argues that such efforts undermined intellectual freedom. A review of the book’s translation appeared in the 2005-6 winter edition of the IRGC’s *Psychological Operations Quarterly*, contending that the CIA successfully used journalists, artists, filmmakers, critics, university professors, and students and “even Soviet personalities and intellectuals in the project of disintegrating the former Soviet empire from within”—and that intelligence services turned their eyes toward “Muslims” following the end of the Cold War. An article in the summer 2007 issue of the journal likewise argued that the United States was replicating vis-à-vis the Islamic Republic its containment and Cold War strategy against the Soviets. Analysts such as Ali Fallahi described color revolutions in the post-Soviet bloc, like those in Georgia and Ukraine, as more advanced campaigns enabled by U.S.-developed technological advances in mass communications.

---

**An IRGC Publication Offers Both Rhetoric and Policy**

*Psychological Operations Quarterly*, published by the IRGC’s Social-Cultural Directorate, offers a valuable window into the worldview espoused by the hardline Islamists who dominate Iranian military and security institutions. The analyses expressed in this journal have been echoed in statements by military and civilian officials with regard to soft war. The journal ran from 2003 to 2018; its cessation coincided with instability in the Iranian paper market, which forced many publishers to reduce their printing or stop publishing altogether.

An overview of the journal’s issues demonstrates that concerns about a coordinated Western and U.S.-led attempt to wage a war to undermine the culture and values of the Islamic Republic through new technology like the internet have been prevalent throughout the administrations of a number of U.S. presidents. The idea of a “soft war” entered the discourse in the mid to late 2000s, and the phrase crystallized the Islamic Republic’s fears following the 2009 post-election protests. A heightened threat perception continued throughout the Obama administration and increased in the aftermath of the JCPOA. Proposals in the West and among some quarters in Iran to normalize ties with the world in exchange for Western capital, strengthening...
moderates in Iran, and reaching détente with the West inadvertently fed into fears about regime change that had arisen years before there was a JCPOA.

Anxieties about Western-led information warfare increased in the 1990s, coinciding with technological breakthroughs that increased information flow into Iran like never before. Technologies like satellites and the internet offered not only a wide array of entertainment, but also content depicting a starkly different and more permissive lifestyle than the religious ethos promoted by the Islamic Republic’s media.87

Meanwhile, the generation of Iranians who had little to no memory of the 1979 Islamic Revolution or the Iran-Iraq War of 1980–88—considered the pristine embodiments of revolutionary and religious values—were coming of age. They increasingly consumed the aforementioned material, expressed preferences for Western clothing and tastes, and sought more pluralistic and democratic change, a glimmer of which presented itself in the 1997 presidential election as votes for reformists—the former Islamic left—who campaigned on a platform of relaxing political and social norms, and even eventually democratizing.88 IRGC commanders and self-proclaimed revolutionaries attributed these developments to a Western-led plot, viewed them with alarm and suspicion, and redoubled their efforts to stymie change that they perceived as a threat to the revolution and religion following the crushing of the 1999 student protests.89

Psychological Operations Quarterly launched in this context, amid apprehension among Islamists about this next generation of Iranians. In the journal, early Islamic history is reinterpreted within a context of psychological operations waged by or against the Prophet Muhammad and Shia Imams—as in an article titled “An Overview of Psychological Operations in Islam,” written by hojatoleslam Mehdi Taeb, whose brother Hossein is the IRGC Intelligence Organization chief and who is himself the director of Ammar Base, a pro-Khamenei think tank.90 The lesson learned from the history was that the key to success against current psychological warfare lay in the Quran and in Islamic religious principles. (Another article highlights concerns about a “cultural NATO”: a coalition of Western countries waging psychological operations against Iran.91)

A different series of articles called attention to supposed Western attempts to use video games and Hollywood to undermine the Islamic Republic. That Hollywood has misrepresented and stereotyped different groups is indisputable. The mainstream Islamist discussion about video game and movie entertainment in these cases, however, is comfortably steered into conspiracy theories and anti-Semitism. Mehdi Haq Vardi Taqanaki, for example, citing “hours of use,” characterized video games as a “new industry...that has become a tool of psychological operations” and of U.S. policymakers.92 In an article called “Cinema as a Tool of Zionist Soft Power with an Emphasis on Hollywood,” Mahsa Mah-Pishinian repeated anti-Semitic stereotypes about Jewish control of Hollywood and global media.93 Movies that portrayed Persians or Iranians in an unflattering light, like Alexander (2004), 300 (2007), and The Wrestler (2008), are described as having a deeper, sinister conspiracy of actively undermining Iran to support U.S. policy.94 To this end, the Islamic Republic widely condemned the movie Argo.95 In a conference held in Tehran called Hollywoodism, a self-described “specialist in anti-Iranian and anti-Islamic films” told the New York Times, “Hollywood is not a normal industry; it’s a conspiracy by capitalism and Zionism. We need to come up with an answer to this and other films.”96 The conference included American and other Western participants, including the editor of a conservative Christian magazine who admired the Iranian state’s ban on all public displays of sexuality, a former U.S. senator who said Hollywood negatively portrayed Iran to promote war with the country, and a Muslim activist from Chicago who called for Islamic satellite networks as the only way to counter “cultural invasion” by Western movies.97 The Islamic Republic thus invites foreign guests to legitimize and normalize its assertions.
In another example of a conspiratorial worldview promoted by the Islamic Republic, state and state-affiliated media have published articles alleging that Hollywood has sought to undermine the arrival of Shia Mahdi. In one instance, a member of the IRGC’s Imam Hossein University Messianism Scientific Association published an article with the state-run Islamic Republic News Agency claiming that the main villains in Transformers 2, Man of Steel, and X-Men: Apocalypse all have the superpower of communicating their messages to world listeners in their native tongue, a feature that, according to the article, is the first miracle of the Shia Mahdi. Clerics, Islamic cultural officials, and pundits have made similar assertions, in a variety of formats, about Hollywood targeting the Mahdi.

Joseph Nye’s book Soft Power was a major influence on the literature in Psychological Operations Quarterly and the discourse of Iranian officials. The new phrase “soft power” was often used interchangeably with “psychological operations.” “Soft war” appeared frequently in the summer 2007 edition, in which Alireza Mahmoudi discussed human rights as “a tool of America’s soft power,” designed by U.S. policymakers to “make the international system align with [their] pursuit of hegemony.” Mohammad Eslam Yari Shegofti and Seyyed Ahmad Askari argued in the journal’s winter 2008 (into 2009) issue that the United States would turn to waging “soft and propaganda war” against the Islamic Republic because military conflict against Iran would have “high costs” following the occupations of Iraq and Afghanistan.

So when Green Movement leaders condemned what were widely considered fraudulent elections in 2009, the post-election protests were regarded as fulfillments of prophecies and concerns about the replication of a Western-led plot to overthrow the Islamic Republic from within, tested on the Soviet Union and in subsequent color revolutions in former Soviet-bloc countries. The discourse in the quarterly became official rhetoric and policy; for instance, top officials adopted the line of argument by Yari Shegofti and Seyyed Ahmad Askari that Washington was turning to soft war against Tehran because of quagmires in Iraq and Afghanistan.

The Islamic Republic propagated the notion that Washington sought regime overthrow, even as President Obama indicated he wanted no such thing. In his post-presidential memoir, Obama elaborates as follows:

But when I gathered my national security team, our Iran experts advised against [intervention along those lines]. According to them, any statement from me would likely backfire. Already, regime hardliners were pushing the fiction that foreign agents were behind the demonstrations, and activists inside Iran feared that any supportive statements from the U.S. government would be seized upon to discredit their movement...I felt obliged to heed these warnings, and signed off on a series of bland, bureaucratic statements—“We continue to monitor the entire situation closely”; “The universal rights to assembly and free speech must be respected.”...As the violence escalated, so did my condemnation...Still, such a passive approach didn’t sit well with me—and not just because I had to listen to Republicans howl that I was coddling a murderous regime.”

Following the June 2009 post-election protests in Iran, the term soft war became mainstream among hardline revolutionaries. The protests lasted for several months, but they were most intense in June, when they surged en masse after Green Movement leaders like Mir Hossein Mousavi, who served as prime minister during the 1980s, directly challenged the election results. Ali Khamenei mentioned the term dozens of times in numerous speeches, telling followers that the rebellion they witnessed was actually the result of a Western campaign to disintegrate the Islamic Republic from within. When the United States intensified its sanctions campaign in response to Iran’s nuclear program in 2012, including imposition of an oil embargo, Khamenei and the IRGC considered that as constituting another front in the broader soft war.
The IRGC’s *Psychological Operations Quarterly* published dozens of articles and papers defining *soft war*, several times using it interchangeably with *psychological operations*. In the winter 2012/spring 2013 issue, authors Ruhollah Gholami, Meysam Balbasi, and Ali Ebrahimi defined soft power as employing “tools like visual and auditory media, cyberwarfare and psychological operations.”

Mohsen Matlabi Jongani wrote that “change[s] without bloodshed and overthrow that [have] not existed in previous centuries”—owing to the rise of modern technology, along with media that have enabled “an attacker...to occupy the thoughts and will of a nation without military occupation”—are making “domination and occupation in soft war total, because they affect the target country’s beliefs, thoughts and behavior.”

Another article expresses deep concern about Western dominance of internet content that could undermine beliefs, but that view later evolved to regarding the internet as an unavoidable medium in which Tehran could manage content and produce competitive content of its own.

Abbas Kardan described the United States as tilting toward a velvet revolution—supporting “moderate elements” inside Iran and cultivating networks through programs like democracy expansion, civil society development, and public diplomacy—after failing to achieve its goals following the Iraq and Afghanistan invasions. Mahsa Mah-Pishinian, in winter 2010/2011, called attention to “American think tank approaches to combat the Islamic Republic of Iran,” framing all U.S. think tanks and many former officials as seeking “regime change” but with different tactics, some by “encouraging Iran to cooperate,” others via “change from within,” “war,” or “deterrence.” All these articles were penned before the JCPOA was even conceived.

When the Obama administration, along with its European partners, expressed the hope that the 2015 nuclear accord would provide space for moderation in the Islamic Republic, that was seen by hardliners as fulfilling their prophecy. Before the accord’s signing, President Obama said, “It is possible that if we sign this nuclear deal, we strengthen the hand of those more moderate forces inside of Iran.” In a later interview, he observed that there’s going to have to be a transition inside of Iran, even if gradual, in which there’s a recognition that chanting “death to America” or denying the Holocaust among its leaders or threatening Israel with destruction or...providing arms to Hezbollah, which is on the terrorist list—that those things make Iran a pariah in the eyes of a large part of the world...And that’s what I hope can happen. It will require a shift in the politics and the leadership of Iran—a different mindset in terms of how they are approaching the rest of the world and how they’re approaching countries like the United States.

---

**Threat Perception Evolves to “Infiltration”**

At the same time, the Supreme Leader’s website published an editorial titled “Choice of Infiltration, America’s New Plan” that singled out those words by Obama. Back in the United States, a report by the Center for a New American Security advised that “the United States must use the space created by nuclear talks with Iran and activate the network of West supporters in Iran in order to create political-cultural change in Iran.” In one of his first speeches following the accord, Khamenei warned that “the Americans want to create a vehicle to infiltrate Iran through [the nuclear deal]...but we have closed this path and with all of our strength will not allow economic, political, cultural or political presence in Iran to the Americans.” In a speech before IRGC personnel in September 2015, the Supreme Leader warned about the threat of Western economic and security “infiltration” in the Islamic Republic, but called potential cultural and political...
infiltration in “decisionmaking centers”—a not so subtle reference to proponents of pro-Western engagement—much more “dangerous.”116

_Psychological Operations Quarterly_ published a special “infiltration” edition in spring/summer 2015 warning that the West was changing its tactics in order to more effectively undermine the Iranian state. Mohammad Pur-Khosh Saadat, in an article titled “Academic Exchange: Infiltration Strategy; A Case Study of German Public Diplomacy with Regard to Iran,” warned that “academic exchange and cultural training communication” was one of the “strategies in soft war” that would change the “identity” of exchange students, so that when students returned to their home country, they would act as “defenders of [their former host country’s] interests.”117 That is, whereas Western policymakers regarded these exchanges as helpful avenues to promote understanding toward reducing bilateral tensions, Saadat’s article specifically singled out the German Academic Exchange Institution as “one of the most important threats facing the Islamic Revolution in scientific and cultural arenas.”118

In a journal article on “Infiltration Through Public Diplomacy,” Fatemeh Mersali wrote that “cultural-education ties” were “components of a strategy of infiltration in public diplomacy with the goal of cultivating intellectuals and finally creating and establishing a dependent network in the target country.” Moreover, the author argued, “cultural and scientific intellectuals, after education in the West and [after] some years...become loudspeakers for the West.”119 Abdullah Moradi warned that after the JCPOA, the United States was focused on “[first] containing the Islamic Republic...and, at higher and more successful stages, changing the system’s behavior.”120 The paper cited as evidence statements by U.S. officials who wanted to build upon the JCPOA to generate dialogue on other issues, citing, for example, Obama’s suggestion that the JCPOA could lead to further dialogue.121 Another study concluded that the United States was merely changing tactics toward its goal of overthrow: that it aimed to leverage the infiltration of “opportunists” and “Western-oriented” individuals in Iran’s decision-making institutions to help reduce bilateral tensions, strengthen U.S.-Iran ties, and remove ideology from the Islamic Republic so as to change the country from within. This was a not so veiled reference to individuals in the Islamic Republic who sought the relatively modest goal of détente with the United States: pragmatists like former president Hassan Rouhani and Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif.

Anxiety in the quarterly extended to English textbooks—and to McDonald’s restaurants. Qodrat Haji-Rostamlu warned that the teaching of textbooks on English is designed to “spread anti-cultural teaching...disrupt religion, introduce various unconventional woman and man relations, spread Western lifestyle, etc.” calling for “the necessary production and design of [Iranian] teaching material in the country.”122 Dariush Jafarzadeh Dashbalaq and Said Ebrahimi warned at length about the spread of McDonald’s franchises in Iran—doing so around the time of the JCPOA—and noted that the Soviet collapse happened following the chain’s first appearance in Moscow.123 They added that “many believe” the corporation is linked to Freemasons and acts as “one of the primary supporters of the Zionist regime”; that its stores “display a prominent aspect of American culture across the world” and spread consumerism and materialism; and that it acts as a “highly advanced center to evaluate social developments across the world,” which in the “best case" meant it could be used, unbeknownst to Iranians, to gather data on segments of the population. The authors called McDonald’s a tool to change people’s values, spread the American lifestyle worldwide, and create the groundwork for “social political, security and revolutionary [change]."124 They recommended, apropos, that Iranian intelligence and security services verify the identity of any companies seeking to do business in Iran.

Siamak Baqeri Chokami’s _The Fourth Wave of Soft War_ represents a distillation of various discourses set forth in _Psychological Operations Quarterly_. In his analysis, the fourth wave of soft war is enabled by
advances in information technology, effectively expanding the war’s reach for hearts and minds to all political, military, cultural, and social spheres.\textsuperscript{125} Citing a speech delivered by Ali Khamenei in 2004, Chokami describes a complex network led at the top by “power-seeking plutocrats” who “control the world and manage the governments of America, England, et cetera.”\textsuperscript{126} In that speech, Khamenei had stated that “globalization, which today is raised in trade, money, culture, and cultural networks—like [the] internet and such—all knowingly or unknowingly serve this class.”\textsuperscript{127} The idea of a superclass and global elite, of course, is not unique to Iran, and has been the subject of mainstream studies as well, like David Rothkopf’s 2008 \textit{Superclass: The Global Power Elite and the World They Are Making}—although Rothkopf made clear that his book was not a “volume for conspiracy theorists,” and that he also wanted to explore inequality in power and wealth.\textsuperscript{120}

For his part, Chokami subsequently describes layers of a network of “actors” in soft warfare embracing Western intelligence agencies, U.S. think tanks hewing toward both sides of the aisle, Iranian-American institutions (including those that have favored better ties with the Islamic Republic, like the National Iranian America Council), international institutions such as the World Bank, human rights groups, “Zionist-controlled media,” social media influencers, “heavy metal bands,” members of the Bahai faith, secular thinkers and pro-Westerners in Iran, “Satan worshippers,” and NGOs.\textsuperscript{129} Chokami furthermore singles out “English Shia and American Sunni” movements alongside so-called deviant Islamic movements and clerics (including those who advocate secularism) as being controlled by Britain’s Secret Intelligence Service (MI6) and the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency in order to undermine “pure Muhammadian Islam” of Khomeini and Khamenei.\textsuperscript{130}

The threat perception with regard to a U.S soft war against Iran persisted during the Trump administration, including after Washington exited the JCPOA and reimposed sanctions. Nor did it ease after the outbreak of the Tanker War 2.0 in 2019, when Washington reimposed an oil embargo and Tehran stepped up its own campaign to press the United States to reduce the financial pressure.\textsuperscript{131} Officials and media framed the December 2017–January 2018 mass protests, which took place before Washington reimposed sanctions, within the familiar framework that the “enemy,” including the United States and foreign media, was behind the protests.\textsuperscript{132} The demonstrations in that round caught officials by surprise, and were most intense in working class cities and towns outside Tehran that were considered the system’s traditional base of support.\textsuperscript{133}

In November 2018, moreover, months after Washington had exited the JCPOA and reimposed sanctions, Khamenei emphasized that “we are engaged in a cultural” and “soft war,” and that “there are those who deny it, and this is part of soft war.”\textsuperscript{134} He called out “artists and experts” as acting as the armed forces in “this war.”\textsuperscript{135} He repeatedly ruled out the possibility of talks with the U.S. administration, and officials vowed “maximum resistance” to Trump’s “maximum pressure” policy.\textsuperscript{136} Following the November 2019 nationwide protests triggered by sudden cuts in fuel subsidies, Khamenei, in a meeting with senior Basij officials, described those protests, as well as previous ones stretching back to the 1999 student uprising, as resulting from “the spread of the...Arrogance [the West] in the fields of thought, culture, politics and ideology in order to turn from hard [military] invasion to soft invasion.”\textsuperscript{137}

Since the U.S. targeted killing of former Qods Force chief Qasem Soleimani, Iranian officials and commanders have framed that event, too, within the context of a soft war. Ali Khamenei declared that Soleimani’s “funeral and later commemorations astounded the generals of the Arrogance[s] [West’s] soft war.”\textsuperscript{138} IRGC Propaganda and Cultural Directorate deputy Ali Rajabi declared that Soleimani’s “martyrdom was a firm slap to the generals of the enemy’s soft war [because] it was a great cultural event that made the world sympathetic to us, and caused victories against the enemies.”\textsuperscript{139} Following the outbreak of Covid-19, officials and
state media warned about a “soft war” waged to tarnish the Islamic Republic’s response to the pandemic as marred by cover-ups and generally poor leadership.140

The Role of the IRGC

The IRGC has made combating “soft war” a top priority. One of the earliest proponents of this effort was Muhammad Ali Jafari, IRGC commander between 2007 and 2019. Previously, he had directed the IRGC Strategic Research Center for three years, during which time the center oversaw research into “velvet revolutions” and U.S. “soft regime-change policies.”141 After his appointment as IRGC chief, Jafari instituted what was termed “mosaic doctrine” to increase IRGC readiness in the face of a potential U.S. ground invasion, an approach that required waging asymmetric war until reaching a political resolution on Tehran’s terms. Jafari furthermore believed that the IRGC should focus on future internal threats and mass protests, and he thus established the al-Zahra and Ashura brigades in the Basij paramilitary as anti-riot forces.142 Following the 2009 post-election protests, Jafari stressed to commanders that combating “soft threats” was the “most important mission of provincial units,” and directed the Basij paramilitary force to focus on “cultural and social threats.”143 Top IRGC commanders stressed those threats as well.144

The IRGC and the armed forces have set up a series of units to combat soft war. In 2013, a senior Armed Forces General Staff deputy commander announced the formation of a Defense Propagation Headquarters to make policies in the “field of soft war,” and to manage “reporting in defensive matters and news related to the armed forces.”145 In 2018, IRGC spokesman Ramazan Sharif claimed that the IRGC had formed its own Soft War Base “from long before,” considering the “situation of psychological invasion and mixed media war of the enemy against the holy system of the Islamic Republic and the Guard Corps.”146

Paramilitary groups like the Basij and the Basij University Club have defined soft war as the most important battle ahead, launching initiatives like the “righteous circles,” announced in 2014 in Basij bases across the country, in which youth meet to receive education on combating media invasion, “ethical corruption, distribution of narcotics, and spreading of alcohol-drinking culture” by “enemies.”147 Representatives of the Supreme Leader in the IRGC, the officials of which operate as political commissars, have integrated “soft war” within their political-ideological programs.148

The IRGC has also set up an entity called the Baqiatollah al-Azam Social and Cultural Base, to which Jafari retired after his apparent demotion in 2019, the reasons for which are not entirely clear.149 Jafari met with directors of the Islamic Propagation Organization, a religious and cultural organization in charge of promoting the state’s ideology, to enable the “revolutionary and cultural organizations” to better explicate the “second step” of the revolution, as per the name given by the Supreme Leader in his edict issued on the fortieth anniversary of the revolution, which emphasized that revolutionary ideals must be sustained. Loyalists consistently refer to that edict. In 2020, Jafari met with his successor and former deputy Hossein Salami and called for “presenting attractive and pure revolutionary art work” to facilitate success in the soft war.150

The Islamic Republic does not publish transparent figures about its expenditures on soft war–related operations, but there have been allegations of waste and corruption. An unofficial figure for expenditures in the armed forces and religious seminaries is 16.5 trillion rials (equivalent, at this writing, to $143 million at the official rate and $66 million at the free exchange rate), which equals 0.7 percent of the latest formal military spending in the 2020/21 fiscal year.151 (Here, one must note a caveat that the actual military budget is unclear and could be larger.) This spending includes cyber operations units, which
are primarily in the armed forces but have been identified elsewhere, as in the Cyber Department of the Islamic Propagation Organization. Corruption charges targeting the soft war budget and research allocations have included the claim that employees act as online trolls, and are only concerned with receiving a paycheck rather than carrying out the regime’s mission.

Other organizations are affiliated with the IRGC, including news agencies like Tasnim News, Fars News, and the Owj Arts and Media Organization. There are also institutes that subcontract production of content, churning out propaganda material, movies, television series, and music videos. Ammar Base, as noted above, is a think tank dedicated to combating soft war formed by Mehdi Taeb, who is also deputy chairman at the Shahid Avini Institute, which produced the prominent television series *Gando* (discussed below).

**Broadcasting, Cultural Diplomacy, and Educational Outreach**

The Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting (IRIB-TV) also wages information campaigns, as do cultural institutes and charitable foundations. Seth Jones and Danika Newlee of the Center for Strategic and International Studies reviewed these in a helpful 2019 study. Over the years, IRIB has received government funding valued in the billions of dollars to operate television and radio channels for Iranian audiences. It also runs channels for audiences abroad, like Press TV for English speakers, and al-Alam and al-Kawthar in Arabic. In 2021, the United States seized the American-owned domains of Press TV and more than thirty other websites held by the Iranian Islamic Radio and Television Union (IRTVU). A year earlier, the U.S. Treasury Department had designated IRTVU for being owned or controlled by the IRGC Qods Force; specifically, Treasury charged the Qods Force with using IRTVU to amplify false narratives in English about the 2020 U.S. presidential election in order to sow discord.

The Islamic Culture and Relations Organization, which reports to the Office of the Supreme Leader, administers Iranian cultural and religious outreach. Other organizations under its umbrella that conduct cultural diplomacy include the Ahlul Bayt World Assembly, the Islamic Development Organization, and the Qom Seminary Office of Islamic Propaganda, which sends missionaries and clerics abroad. Universities and seminaries such as al-Mustafa International University recruit seminary students from around the world, teaching the Islamic Republic’s Islamist ideology.

**Successes and Failures in the Soft War**

The Islamic Republic has taken a series of coercive measures to disrupt the perceived U.S.-led soft war, including enforcing morality laws in public and purging professors and students from universities. The state has pursued the creation of a national intranet network separate from the global internet since the 2000s, and calls for such a network were redoubled following the 2017–18 mass protests; in 2018 alone, the Parliament Research Center estimated that about $4.5 billion was spent on it. The Islamic Republic successfully cut the internet during the November 2019 protests, allowing it to crush protests, and disrupt protestors’ organizing. In 2020, the Supreme Council for Cultural Revolution announced that the capability for an intranet network was within reach.

In October of that year, the Supreme Council for Cyberspace approved the “master engineering design.”
When it comes to producing content for such a network, the public money allocated has not translated to good products that attract audiences to the state’s messages. Some indicators of the Islamic Republic’s success in garnering Iranians’ support would be an increase in religiosity and satisfaction with the government; as mentioned earlier, even officials are candid that these developments are not happening. The former commander of the Armed Forces General Staff Soft War Base, Ali Reza Afshar, remarked in 2017 that “we must accept that censorship will not get us anyone, so religious teachings must be injected into society.” Acknowledging the problem, Ali Khamenei admitted in August 2021 that “we have weakness” in fighting the “enemy’s psychological warfare,” and called on those who have “good will in this regard” to improve their efforts. The problem has been addressed by other officials as well, such as IRGC Imam Hassan Mojtaba (Alborz) unit commander Yousef Moulaei, who called for better “planning” in an environment in which “the enemies train media doctorates...and can propagate [content] through virtual space robots...” The top-down, centralized approach and heavy censorship in the Islamic Republic have evidently stymied good content that can go viral online.

Semi-private media companies have produced some content that has gone viral. This includes the television series Gando, which covers the exploits of IRGC intelligence agents. The series has generated wide attention owing to its action sequences and controversial attacks against Rouhani administration officials, portraying them as gullible to Western spies. Some Basij members working in the media sphere have tried to appeal to Iranian nationalism—by using nationalist rhetoric, for example, to extol Soleimani. The top command in the IRGC and its core support, however, continue to be heavily Islamist; thus, Ali Fadavi, former IRGC Navy chief and current overall deputy commander of the IRGC, remarked in 2018 that “the [name] Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps’ does not have any extra words in front of it, not even ‘Iran.’” The Guards ramped up their focus on ideological zeal after discovering that many members of the 1990s generation had reformist sympathies.

The regime has experienced some successes in this sphere, however. One was the fostering of a cult of personality around late Qods Force chief Qasem Soleimani, which began as he took selfies on the frontlines of the anti-Islamic State war in Iraq in 2014 and became an internet sensation. He transformed himself into the medium and message of Tehran’s influence in the Middle East. Soleimani’s targeted killing in early 2020 brought hundreds of thousands to the streets for his funeral—the largest such crowds in years, indicating that at least some mourners were not from the state’s traditional base of support. The mood of adulation proved ephemeral, however, evaporating after dozens were killed during a stampede at Soleimani’s funeral, followed by the shoot-down of a Ukrainian civilian airliner by the IRGC and its subsequent cover-up. So the worshipful attachment inspired by Soleimani did not translate into solid support for the state.

The Islamic Republic has had better success in generating content for the Islamist subculture in Iran. Its cultivation of Shia jihad in Syria and Iraq to defend holy Shia shrines electrified its support base, and socialized a new generation of Iranians—albeit fewer than the number inspired by the Iran-Iraq War—in the ethos of holy war. The republic also produced new myths about the Afghan Liwa Fatemiyoun, which has fought in Syria and joined the pantheon of holy warriors—all steeped in Shia and revolutionary symbolism.

### Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

Shaking the convictions of Iranian Islamists on the matters discussed in this paper would be a tall order.
Ali Khamenei and the IRGC feel deeply threatened by expressions of American civil society and culture that promote mores they regard as contrary to their values. Further, Khamenei and the IRGC believe that Washington’s unchanging policy, regardless of who occupies the White House, is to overthrow them. U.S. policymakers should not fixate on searching for a magic formula that would change these perceptions. A more feasible objective is to persuade Europeans and Americans alike that Washington does not desire regime change.

Although the gap between the Islamic Republic and the vast majority of Iranians is growing, policymakers should not count on that leading to fundamental change, at least not in the short run. Hardline Islamists have adopted a siege mentality, believing that they are facing a multi-front assault and are not winning the hearts and minds of Iranians. Their actions indicate they will not acquiesce to Iranians’ demands for more democratic change, which they consider playing into their enemy’s hands; they believe they must fight to the death. Washington should offer its support for Iranian protestors, but it should take the long view and not assume that protests will lead to positive change any time soon.
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